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They hunt us. They bomb our worlds for target practice. A star cluster in the constellation of Orion
rotates once every thousand years. Those who rule there have an ancient tradition: When each
cycle ends, they train their fleets by spilling the blood of lesser beings. The enemy fleets are coming
again. In response, the Rebel Worlds gather their starships to face the terrifying threat, and this time
humanity is asked to stand with them.The last time they considered Earth, Vikings in longboats were
raiding English coastlines. Today, weâ€™re less primitive. Today, we're a target. One man is
chosen to command Earth's single ship in the Rebel Fleet. When the war breaks out, Leo Blake
must win itâ€¦ or die trying.â€œClassic B. V. Larson. This book grabs you by the plasma cannon and
wonâ€™t let go. Fast adventure, fast action--and I loved the space-battles!â€•- S. Arthur
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Mr. Larson is one of the most entertaining sci-fi authors that I am familiar with, and his books almost
always contain some unusual feature that helps them stand out. The revival machines of his
"Undying Mercenaries" series, for instance, are not only an interesting and, as far as I know, unique
element, they allow him to create situations that are very different from other space opera tales. He
also has a nice touch with characters, not taking them too seriously but investing enough in them to

keep you hooked. In the same series, James McGill is an Andy Griffith spacer, sharper than he
looks but not too complex, and the aliens are too powerful but vulnerable to Terran scheming."Rebel
Fleet" bears more than a passing resemblance to the above. Substitue the symbiotic nanotech
"sims" for the revival machines and Blake for McGill and there you are, which is not a bad thing at
all in my view. Blake and his small crew are Earth's contribution to a rebel alliance that is fighting an
Empire, and how they survive and even succeed in their missions makes for a fun read and should
lead to another good series.

A great book!I met Larson in his Star Force series, which I loved.He always seems to think of a new
twist in his different series.Here's hoping he continues to entertain us, with this series and his others
(hint, hint, we need more Undying Mercenaries!)

I really enoyed this book. If you have read the Star Swarm series parts of the book will seem a little
familiar but overall it was still a good, fun read. With B.V Larson, you can always enjoy some old
school science fiction.

Interesting storyline of rebel fleet trying to hold off the larger Imperial forces until they decided to go
to other conflicts. Happens in 1,000 year cycles and Rebel worlds have to provide fighters. But
Rebel drafted earthman Blake was able to find way to fight back against Imperial forces. Different
way to look at aggression on Rebel side and selfish self-promotion by rebel forces. Good ending
with Earth being given chance to start having chance for beginning technological development since
it is so far behind Rebel worlds.

Story: *****Editing: *****Character: ****Protagonist: *****Total Averaged Score: 4.8Would I
recommend this book to a friend? Yes Definitely.Would I read this again in the future? Yes
Definitely.Would I pre-order the next book without waiting for reviews? Most likely.Readability- 4.9
Well written. Good to excellent word usage. Good wordsmithing. Characters come alive with great
action.Editing 4.5 stars. Several areas are good but could be used to expand the characters and
make the story great. Some events come a little too easy to overcome without effort. It is hard to
compare to the Swarm (5 Stars) but very worth the read.Intended audience Young adult to
adult.Worth the price? YesGood start and looking forward to the next book.About Me. I am an avid
reader of Sci-Fi / Hard Science - fictionWith over 329 Kindle Ebooks and AudiblesTo: B.V. Larson...
Thanks for all the great reads, I am sure that you only make it look easy. Thanks

There seem to be endless stories this author can tell and never really repeat the same plots and
characters. I would like to see this one story spin into a series. Perhaps moving forward to Blakes'
great grandchildren taking up the battle with the Imperial.The only thing I missed in this tale was the
quirky sense of humor belonging to the main character. Little snippets were there, but I want more,
please.Enjoy!

B.V. Larson is a master story teller. That is the highest praise that I can give any author and this
man deserves it. Once again he has created another view of the galaxy around us that is as
insightful as it is unexpected. The only problems with his books are there are not enough of them.
Once again he has created an incredible central character with a very strong supporting cast about
him. These characters are... real. They aren't just well developed they are living, breathing...
real.This is the fifth series of books that I have read from Mr. Larson and I have never been
disappointed. His books are very much like a roller coaster ride where you simply have to see what
is over the next rise and often lose quite a bit of sleep!Forget other's who state that one of his series
or another is better... simply enjoy them all, for as I've stated previously you will be entranced by this
master story teller!

I read a lot of science fiction but I have never read a book quite like this one. The entire premise is
beyond something I would have expected. If you like SciFi and you are looking for something out of
the ordinary then you must read this book.
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